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Abstract

time, is essential for describing the performance of virtual
reality systems [7] [15] [5].
This paper describes a performance analysis technique
capable of producing the metrics relevant to virtual reality
systems. The approach is based on simulation of a model of
the system, but produces results in analytic form, as expressions relating the variables in the model.
The following sections describe the analytical simulation
approach and illustrate its use by applying it to common issues in distributed virtual reality systems: network performance, database distribution and measurement of interactive performance.

Existing performance analysis techniques have limitations when used on distributed virtual reality systems, including a lack of support for the measurement of interaction latency. Results tend to be numerical in nature, limiting their usefulness when comparing models. This paper
describes an approach to using simulation to generate analytic forms of the performance measures required for virtual
reality systems.
The execution of each process is simulated, keeping track
of the execution time of each process as a symbolic expression. Cycle times and latencies can be found by measuring
the appropriate time intervals during simulation.
The application of analytical simulation is illustrated
by applying it to common issues in distributed virtual reality systems: network performance, database distribution
and measurement of interactive performance. Comparing
the analysis results with an implementation of the model
demonstrates the accuracy of the predictions.

2. Related Work
A number of studies have been done describing different distributed distributed virtual reality systems and contrasting the different parallel decomposition strategies [16]
[21] [10] [20]. An element lacking in these studies was a
discussion of the relative performance characteristics of the
various approaches.
This may be due to the lack of a suitable method for
performing this comparison. Common approaches to performance prediction in parallel systems are Petri Nets and
Data Flow Graphs. Stochastic Petri Nets are not considered
suitable for analysis of large, real-time systems [1] and the
Markovian analysis for large nets, with both stochastic and
deterministic times, becomes impractical [8]. Data Flow
graphs offer the prospect of determining cycle times and latencies but require simulation to calculate the latter value
[18] [13]. Both approaches resort to simulation to solve
large problems, producing numerical values from their analyses which are not particularly conducive to comparison
across architectures.

1. Introduction
The requirements of performance analysis for distributed
virtual reality systems differ from those for other networked
and parallel systems in that the former place a very much
greater emphasis on interaction. It is no longer sufficient
merely to examine speedup, and throughput. A value of
great importance is interaction latency, the time delay between a user providing input to the system and experiencing
the result of that action. This, together with the rate at which
the system cycles, the frame rate or its reciprocal, the cycle
1

Other approaches to performance prediction are also unable to provide an analytical solution or are specific to a
particular form of parallel decomposition [2]. Studies in
which analytical solutions are derived are limited to predefined variables [12].
The desired analysis technique should possess the following properties to be suitable for the comparison of distributed virtual reality systems:
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Be capable of modelling the decomposition strategies
used for virtual reality systems
Produce results suitable for comparison purposes
The limitation of simulation is that it is not general
enough to cover results that are not explicitly simulated.
Analytic performance modelling on the other hand is either
ad hoc, extremely complex and computationally intensive,
or does not provide the desired performance measures. The
next section describes an approach which satisfies these requirements

3. Analytical Simulation
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This approach will be introduced by way of a simple example. Consider a simple client-server system with two
clients each which send a request to the server, get a reply and processes it for a period represented by variable X.
The server picks up a request, takes period Y to service it
and returns a reply. Communication is synchronous; both
processes must be ready to take part in an exchange before
a message can be passed. This system is simple enough to
be analyzed by hand, and as may be expected, the result
depends on the relative sizes of X and Y.
Simulating the execution of the program will produce the
process activity versus time diagram in Figure 1, related to
the Single Graph Play diagrams used for Data Flow analysis
in [18]. The intervals at which processing occurs in each
process are shown as solid blocks. During the remainder of
the time the process is blocked waiting for communication
with another process.
In this case the clients are identical, so the one which is
first serviced by the server will be labelled C1 and the second C2. The second synchronization between C1 and the
server occurs once C1 has finished processing for the period X, and after the server has completed processing C2’s
request, its second delay of period Y. This can be calculated
as:
From C1’s point of view:

Y+X
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From the servers point of view:

Y+Y

Clearly this time depends on the relative sizes of X and
Y. If X is larger, the client will delay the synchronization,
otherwise the server is the delaying factor.
A trace of the times at which C1 finishes its processing
is given below:
For X ^ Y : X+Y 2X+2Y 3X+3Y ... n(X+Y)
For Y ^ X : X+Y X+3Y X+5Y X+7Y ... 2nY+X-Y
The latency and cycle times for C1 can now be easily
calculated. In this case, it is assumed that input arrives just
before the client issues a request to the server, and output
occurs just after client processing (X) is complete. Since
latency is the period from input to corresponding output,
latency and cycle time are the same in this example, and
given by the time between two successive cycles:
For X ^ Y : Latency = Cycle time = X + Y
For Y ^ X : Latency = Cycle time = 2Y
This technique will be illustrated for a slightly more
complex model in which latency and cycle time differ, before the general algorithm is presented.
Consider a common parallel processing topology, the
pipeline. The one modelled will have three nodes and will
run the processes as shown in Figure 2, where two markers
are included to show where input (Latency 1) and output
(Latency 2/Output) occur. It is assumed that input data is
always immediately available and the output data can be
delivered without delay. The latency in this system is the
time taken for any specific datum to be transformed from
input to output. The cycle time is the time taken per result
produced. As with the previous example, a process activity
versus time diagram shows that several decisions need to
be made regarding the relative sizes of the variables, in this

process 1
do forever
Marker: Latency 1
consume input
process for A seconds
send data to 2
process 2
do forever
receive data from 1
process for B seconds
send data to 3
process 3
do forever
receive data from 2
process for C seconds
produce result
Marker: Latency 2 / Output
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case A, B and C, in order to draw the process activity versus time diagram. The possible situations are slightly more
numerous in this example, in fact there are infinitely many
of them. The various cases are listed in Figure 3
The complex inequality arises from a transient which
works its way out of the system after a certain number of
iterations, dependent on the relative values of A, B and C.
By marking certain points in the program and calculating the time at which they occur, it is possible to find values for latency and cycle time. The values given in Figure 3 show the time at which program execution reached
each marker for cycle n and the resulting cycle times and
latencies. An algorithm for deriving the various cases associated with the analytical simulation technique as well as
the sequence of time values at various points is presented
in Figure 4. This algorithm performs essentially the same
process as illustrated in the previous examples. A process
activity versus time diagram is constructed by simulating
the program. The synchronization points are analyzed to
determine the time of synchronization. This analysis may
result in various constraints on the variables being set up,
to guide further simulation. By working symbolically as illustrated in the examples in this section, analytic solutions
can be obtained with constraint regions which specify the
variable values for which each solution applies.
The approach in its current form has several problems.
The last line in Figure 4 assumes the system is going to settle into a stable state after some point. This line requires a
user specified cutoff, at a point where sufficient analysis has
been performed. Some systems may never reach a point after which all possible relationships have been enumerated.
Such a system was illustrated in the pipeline example earlier. The problem of choosing the cutoff point is discussed

Latency 2/Output
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further in section 3.3.
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REPEAT

Simulate processes keeping
track of the running time of
each process
When two processes need to
synchronize, compare their
running times
I F the relation between
times cannot be determined

The full extent of the Analytical Simulation method has
yet to be described, however it is useful to describe a number of implementation issues at this point before any additional complexity is introduced.
An implementation of the Analytical Simulation algorithm was constructed to perform the analysis of the systems described later in this paper. The emphasis for these
models was to provide facilities for the analysis of parallel processes communicating using message passing. Other
architectures may also use the algorithm, however, all distributed virtual reality systems known to the authors are
based around a message passing paradigm [3]. The simulation need only model the duration of sequential processing, and inter-processor communication to provide results
suitable for performance analysis. The simulation language
consists of a few simple commands:

THEN
F O R all possible
relationships between
the times

Assume that
relationship
holds and
simulate with
that assumption
ELSE

Synchronization will
occur at the later of
the two times
U N T I L sufficient data has been
accumulated
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send

send a message to another process

receive

receive a message from another process

think

the process performs sequential processing for
a specified time

A variable name can be associated with each command
to represent the duration of sequential processing, or the
communication time. These variable names will appear in
the output of the analysis.
A separate set of variables, evaluated by the simulator,
may be used as arguments for these commands. The receive command can be used non-deterministically by using
an uninstantiated variable as the name of the source process. In this case the message received will be from the first
process to attempt to send. In the case of more than one process fulfilling this requirement, all possible alternatives will
be examined. A number of simple flow-control constructs
are provided as well. The system is assumed to consist of
a number of processes each consisting of an infinite loop
surrounding a sequence of these commands.
Synchronization occurs when two processes attempt to
communicate. The run times of each of the processes is a
linear expression consisting of the sum of a number of think
times and, possibly, communication times. Deciding which
is the greater involves comparing the two in the presence
of assumptions about the interrelationships of various other
expressions.
Making the comparisons turns out to be a reasonably
complex problem and the solution is discussed in the next
section.

3.2.1. Comparing run times
Implementation of the Analytical Simulation algorithm depends on the ability to compare the local times of the various processes when represented as a linear expression, constrained by a number of inequalities, in turn composed of
linear expressions. This comparison is required not only
where shown explicitly in the algorithm, but also for selecting the first process on non-deterministic receives as well as
for identifying extremes in the results.
The method for comparing linear expressions is presented below:
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The problem is to determine if A ^ B, A B or no known
relationship exists, given
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^ will hold if it can be writThe inequality $
ten as a linear combination of the assumptions with
 only
positive coefficients. The case $
can
be re
duced to the previous case if rewritten as $ %
^ .
Thus it is only necessary to attempt to solve the first case.
A simple transformation reduces the problem to one with
a known solution. Attempting to find the desired linear
combination produces an expression of the
 form shown in
(1), where ' ( ^ *) ^
, and
,+ - and . are
matrices whose components are the / ,0 21 43 and 5
respectively. The ' are the required coefficients and the )
are slack variables to enforce the inequality.
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(3)

Finding this single point uses the Two-Phase Method described in [9]. This method consists of introducing two sets
of slack variables and applying the simplex method to remove one set. The success or failure of the simplex method
is dependent on the existence of a solution.
If a relationship between A and B can be found then the
next step in the simulation of the model is well defined. If
no relationship exists, then an additional constraint is introduced, specifying the relationship between A and B. Since
two possibilities exist (A ^ B, or B ^ A), each must be introduced in turn and both branches simulated. Resolving
non-determinacy can cause a number of constraints to be introduced at one point, splitting the simulation path in more
than two ways.
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The Analytical Simulation approach as described previously suffers from two significant limitations:
Non-determinism causes the possible simulation paths
to increase, often exponentially. This makes thorough
analysis of the results time consuming and increases
the computing resources required to perform the analysis.

+  . . .&
+  ...

-

Solving for the 1 , and using the requirement that each
^ , produces (2). This is the standard form of the constraints in a linear programming problem [19]. The complete solution to the linear programming problem is not required, however, it will suffice to find a single point in the
feasible region. The existence of such a point implies the
existence of a positive coefficient linear combination of the
assumptions.

)

(1)

The simulation is only performed for a limited number
of steps. Any characteristics of the model that are not
present in this portion of the execution trace will be
ignored.
The systems being modelled in this paper, virtual reality
systems as well as real-time systems in general, are usually
cyclic. This periodic nature means that the states of the program will repeat. The reachability graph of program states
will be finite, and thus the problem of selecting a cut-off
point for the Analytical Simulation algorithm falls away.
Non-determinism creates states with multiple outgoing
arcs. If the resultant nodes do not occur in cycles then this
behaviour is only transient, and can be identified as such.

When the node occurs in a cycle, then it can be identified
as a recurring state. Since the complete state space can be
explored, all aspects of the model can be examined.
Before examining the methods for analyzing state space
graphs a working definition of the state of a parallel program is given.

3.3.1. Defining the state of a parallel program
The state of a conventional sequential program consisting
of a sequence of instructions can be specified by providing
values for the program counter and all variables defined in
the program. These variables include the registers and stack
used for executing the program.
If one considers a number of sequential programs running simultaneously, a parallel program in which no interaction occurs between processes, then the state of the parallel program can be given as a tuple, containing the states of
the individual processes. Once synchronization constructs
are introduced however, then this is no longer sufficient. A
field giving the local time of each process is required.
As explained previously, the periodic nature of the programs can produce cyclic state space graphs of the program
execution. Adding in a field giving the absolute time for
each process would prevent this, since time is monotonically increasing. Instead relative values are used. One process is used as a reference and set as the origin of the time
axis in each state. The times of the other processes are given
relative to the reference.
Report markers in the program are used to mark states at
which important events occur, such as the beginning or end
of a timing period for measurement of latency or cycle time.

3.3.2. Exploring state space
Cycle times can be found by calculating the time it takes
for a state containing a state marker to recur. Usually a state
marker will indicate a point at which the system will produce output.
Latency is slightly more complex to calculate. Latency
can be found by calculating the time taken to go from a state
where a first marker occurs, to a corresponding state where
a second marker occurs. Latency measures the time taken
for information to move from one state to another. Thus
the notion of corresponding markers requires that there be
a message sent from the process with the first marker, after that marker is executed, and before it is executed again.
This message must arrive at the process with the second
marker. Time measurement ceases with the first execution
of the second marker after the message arrives.
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3.4.1. Area of application
The development of the analytical simulation approach has
produced a number of enhancements to the analysis process,
which have tended to limit the applicability of the approach
to specific categories of programs. Ultimately, the approach
is intended for use on message passing, virtual reality systems, and is capable of that in all its manifestations. In its
least sophisticated versions, analytical simulation is applicable to many other areas.
The original algorithm is applicable to any architecture
and model. At this stage, the only requirement is the ability
to simulate the program, and to determine the length of the
execution path for each process when synchronization occurs. With this very general approach there is no indication
of when the analysis should terminate.
The next refinement, discussed when considering the implementation details, was to limit the simulation to models
of message passing architectures. This relied on the fact
that all virtual reality system surveyed had used message
passing as their communication method. Having made this
decision, the modelling language could be specified and the
simulation engine could be implemented.
The next refinement allowed for automatic termination
of the analysis and allowed for finite analysis in the presence
of non-deterministic constructs. This state space analysis
requires that the region of state space that could be reached
by the model (reachability graph) is finite. For real-time
systems which do not terminate, this requirement means
that the model must be periodic.
3.4.2. Limitations
The Analytical Simulation approach to performance modelling does have limits in its applicability.
Analysis requires the presence of repeated values, thus
the state space of the systems being modelled must be
cyclic.
The size of the search through the state space can be
substantial, especially if there are many points at which
a non-deterministic choice is possible.
Human intervention is still required to determine effects of different numbers of processors.
3.4.3. Advantages
Given that the analytical simulation approach has some limitations, it also has several features which are not found in
other performance analysis and prediction tools.

It generates metrics suitable for performance analysis
of virtual reality systems.
It produces output as a symbolic expression, allowing
the effects of the variables in the model to be clearly
identified.
Automatic constraint generation removes the need to
specify limits, or distributions for the variables.

N
1
2
3
4
5

Cycle time/[ms]
Practice
22.7
26.6
31.9
38.1
44.7

Cycle time/[ms]
Theory
22.1
25.8
29.6
35.2
40.8
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% Theory /
Practice
97.7
97.0
92.6
92.5
91.2
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It supports non-deterministic constructs, which other
approaches [11] have trouble with.
Transient analysis is straightforward using analytical
simulation.

4. Verifying the Analytical Simulation Technique
This section will apply the analytical simulation approach to a common problem in distributed virtual reality
systems, that of collision detection. This problem provides
a thorough test of the support of a virtual reality system for
distributing the database representing the virtual world, and
of its ability to control and synchronize independent processes.
A number of approaches to collision detection are discussed in [6]. These can be implemented in a numbers of
ways on a parallel architecture. A common technique for
distributing data in virtual reality systems is to use a clientserver approach [3] [17]. An outline of an algorithm for performing collision detection, distributed using a client-server
approach is given in [4]. It simulates a collection of point
molecules in a closed container.
The server maintains a database of the position of every
molecule. Each molecule is controlled by its own process,
one of the clients. Each client calculates the time at which
it will collide with each of the other objects, requesting a
copy of the database from the server to do so. The earliest
time is selected and sent to the server which relays the time
of the earliest collision back to all the clients. Each client
can then simulate the motion of its molecule until the time
of this first collision. The server database is then updated,
and the process repeated.
This section will examine performance of the client
server model on Ethernet. It is assumed that only the processes in the system being modelled have access to the network cable. The model does not implement other Ethernet protocols such as packet collision detection and random
backoff. Monitoring of cable transmission shows that these
effects occur extremely infrequently when the communication medium is used for single, synchronized systems such
as this.

The analytical simulation implementation uses synchronous communication. Asynchronous communication,
such as for Ethernet, is modelled using buffer processes.
The client-server algorithm is such that each message requires an answer, so each client needs to be able to buffer
only one message, and the server needs to buffer at most N,
where N is the number of clients.
Measuring communication time (C) gave a value of
2.9ms, with a packet size of 1000 bytes. At the specified
bandwidth of 10Mbits/s, transmission should have taken
only about 1.0ms. The extra 1.9ms measure included extra time required to get the message through the hardware
and a rather extensive array of network drivers. Two values
S1 and S2 are introduced into the model to represent overheads on sending and receiving messages from the network
respectively.
Examination of the packet transmission for a variety of
different communication patterns revealed further interesting behaviour introduced by the underlying network software. This software contained some complex buffering
mechanisms which complicated the inter-packet transmission times. The behaviour of the send operation depends
on the time of the last communication. If the network driver
was still occupied in sending the last message, the new message was placed straight into a buffer and the sending process could continue immediately. If the driver was idle, the
sending process was required to block for a period S1 before the message was placed on the wire and the sender was
allowed to continue. The buffered message could not be
sent as soon the wire is idle again, instead it had to wait an
additional S1 seconds.
This asymmetric communication complicates the model.
Fortunately this is limited to the server process, since the
client processes never send two messages in quick succession. The enhanced model is shown in Appendix A.1. The
time required for simulation of particle motion in the client
is represented by the variable X, the response time of the
server by variable Y.
A comparison between the measured and predicted results from this model are shown in Table 1.
The theoretical values are less than those measured as

Input
Process

Latency = 2R

Network Management
Process

Updated state
vectors

C ^ S, D+C ^ R :

User Input
Updated state
vectors

Dynamics
Process

Ready for
next frame

Latency = R+C+D
C ^ S, R ^ D+C :

Entity state information

Scene Management
Process
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Render
Process
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Cycle Time = R
Latency = 2R

Display Buffers

Ready
for next buffer
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Cycle Time = D+C

The results clearly show for which variable values the
various performance characteristics will apply. The variables which affect the performance in any region can also
be easily identified, and their effect clearly seen.

6. Conclusions
may be expected, since the model ignores various small
overheads. Some of the differences are due to the precision in the measurement of the variables; the accuracy of
measurement is estimated at about 5%. There is inhomogeneity in the machines involved. Variations in the values
measured on the machines (X and Y) were about 10%.
Results of equivalent or better accuracy are achieved using other architectures and communication protocols [4].

5. Simulation of a Virtual Reality System
The section describes the analytical simulation of a
model of a single node of a virtual reality system. It illustrates the power of the approach for providing simulation
results which are applicable to all values of the variables in
the system.The model is that of the software running on a
single machine of the well known NPSNET virtual reality
system [14]. The relationships between the components of
the system are illustrated in Figure 5. The interactive performance of the single node is of interest, inter-processor
communication is modelled very coarsely.
The model for this is given in Appendix A.2. The variables D, S and R represent the time spent simulating the
dynamics, managing the scene and rendering each frame of
graphical output respectively. The variable C is the time between updates from the other nodes in the network. The two
values of interest in a virtual reality system are the latency
and the cycle time. The cycle time for this node is the interval between recurrences of the output report marker, the
latency is the time taken for data created at the point indicated by the input report marker to reach the output.
The results for the analytical simulation of this model are
as follows:
S ^ C, D+S ^ R :

Cycle Time = D+S
Latency = R+S+D

S ^ C, R ^ D+S :

Cycle Time = R

This Analytical Simulation approach to performance
analysis has been described in detail. It has been shown
that it possesses characteristics that make it suitable for application to distributed virtual reality systems. Extensions
to the initial algorithm were discussed which improve the
performance and allow a complete analysis of the performance characteristics of the model.
A comparison between the results predicted by an analysis of a complex client-server model and those achieved
in practice was presented. The predicted values agree extremely well with those measured from the implementations, demonstrating the accuracy of the approach.
The approach was demonstrated by simulating a node in
a distributed virtual reality system. The critical metrics for
virtual reality systems, latency and cycle time, were easily obtained. The results obtained characterized the performance of the system for all variable values in the model.
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A. Appendix
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replicate N
process serrec#
receive clisen# MESSAGE
think S2
send server MESSAGE
receive client# MESSAGE
send medium wantmedium
send medium givemedium
send serrec# MESSAGE
process cliserrec#
receive comm somedata
think S2
send client# somedata
endreplicate
process buffersend
send bufferlist get
receive bufferlist DEST
send numsending bufinc
receive numsending ok
think S1
send comm DEST

process bufferlist
receive CLIENT MESSAGE
if MESSAGE == get
if LENGTH == 0
assign READY [READY+1]
endif
if LENGTH != 0
send buffersend BUF[HEAD]
assign HEAD [((HEAD+1))%(N-1)]
assign LENGTH [LENGTH-1]
endif
endif
if MESSAGE != get
if READY == 0
assign BUF[TAIL] MESSAGE
assign TAIL [((TAIL+1))%(N-1)]
assign LENGTH [LENGTH+1]
endif
if READY != 0
assign READY [READY-1]
send buffersend MESSAGE
endif
endif
process numsending
receive CLIENT MESSAGE
if MESSAGE == get
send [CLIENT] [COUNT]
endif
if MESSAGE == inc
assign COUNT [COUNT+1]
endif
if MESSAGE == bufinc
if COUNT != 0
assign ISWAIT 1
endif
if COUNT == 0
assign COUNT 1
send buffersend ok
endif
endif
if MESSAGE == dec
if ISWAIT == 0
assign COUNT [COUNT-1]
endif
if [ISWAIT] != 0
send buffersend ok
assign ISWAIT 0
endif
endif
process comm
receive SOMEONE DEST
send medium wantmedium
send medium givemedium
send [DEST] somedata
send numsending dec
process odi
receive server DEST
send numsending get
receive numsending SENDING
if [SENDING] == 0
send numsending inc
think S1
send comm DEST
send server sent
endif
if [SENDING] != 0
send bufferlist DEST
send server sent
endif
replicate [N]
process client#
report start client#
send clisen# reqdata S1
receive cliserrec# somedata
send clisen# reqsummary S1
receive cliserrec# somedata
think x
send clisen# reqsummary S1
receive cliserrec# somedata
endreplicate
process server
receive CLIENT MESSAGE
if MESSAGE == reqdata
think y
send odi cli[CLIENT]
receive odi sent
endif
assign COUNT [COUNT+1]
if COUNT == [N+1]
replicate N
think y
send odi cliserrec#
receive odi sent
endreplicate
assign COUNT 1
endif
endif
process medium
receive SOMEONE wantmedium
think c
receive [SOMEONE] givemedium
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process input
report input
send dynamics data
receive scene next
process network
think C
send dynamics data
receive dynamics update
process dynamics
receive input data
receive network data
think D
send network update
send scene state
process scene
receive dynamics state
think S
receive render ready
send render display
send input next
process render
send scene ready
receive scene display
think R
report output
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